**A COMPLETE AND DETAILED SCHEDULE IS AVAILABLE**

**Saturday, August 19**
- 11:30a-12:45p  Registration (percussion only)  MVC
- 1:00p-5:00p  Percussion orientation & rehearsal (dinner provided)  MVC
- 6:00p-9:00p  Percussion rehearsal  MVC

**Sunday, August 20**
- 9:00a-12:00p  Percussion rehearsal  MVC
- 2:00p-4:00p  Registration – NEW FLAGS, KKY & TBS members  MVC
- 2:00p-5:00p  Percussion rehearsal  MVC
- 6:00p-10:00p  New flags - orientation/fundamentals  MVC
- 6:30p  Percussion roster posted  MVC
- 7:00p-9:00p  Percussion rehearsal  MVC

**Monday, August 21**
- 8:00a-12:00p  Percussion & New Flags – rehearsal  MVC
- 10:00a-12:00p  Registration - LEADERSHIP  MVC
- 2:00p-3:00p  Registration – RETURNING FLAGS  MVC
- 2:00p-5:00p  Percussion & Flags - rehearsal  MVC
- 6:00p-9:00p  Flags - new and RETURNING  MVC
- 7:00p-9:00p  Percussion rehearsal  MVC

**Tuesday, August 22**
- 8:00a-12:00p  NEW WINDS - marching & music fundamentals  MVC
- 11:00a-3:00p  Registration and auditions – NEW WINDS  MVC/SEZ
  (auditions begin at 1 pm)
- 2:00p-3:30p  Percussion & Flags - rehearsal  MVC
- 2:00p-3:30p  Rank Captains workshop (drum majors)  MVC
- 4:15p  GENERAL MEETING - new winds, flags, percussion  MVC
- 5:00p  Dinner (provided) – sponsored by TBS and KKY  MVC
- 6:00p-9:00p  New winds - marching fundamentals (with instruments)  MVC
  Percussion rehearsal
  Flag rehearsal

**Wednesday, August 23** *(NOTE: Meal plans are not active)*
- 8:00a-12:00p  NEW WINDS - marching & music fundamentals  MVC
  Percussion & flags - rehearsal  MVC
- 11:00a-1:30p  Registration and auditions - returning winds  MVC/SEZ
  (auditions begin at 1 pm)
- 2:00p-5:00p  New Winds – **DRILL 101**
  Chad and rank captains  MVC
- 2:00p  Flag Auditions
- 3:00p  RETURNING WINDS - General meeting & rehearsal  MVC
- 3:30p-5:00p  MUSIC 101 – all winds  MVC
- 7:00p-9:00p  All Winds & Percussion - playing rehearsal  MVC
  Flag rehearsal  MVC

**Thursday, August 24**
- 8:00a-12:00p  Marching and music  MVC
- 2:00p-4:30p  Marching and music  MVC
- 6:30p-9:00p  Marching and music  MVC
Friday, August 25
8:00a-12:00p Marching and music, Meet the Band MVC
2:00p-5:00p Marching and music MVC
5:00p Dinner (provided) – Professional Catering MVC
6:00p-9:00p Marching and music MVC

Saturday, August 26
8:00a-12:00p Marching and music MVC
2:00p-5:00p Marching and music MVC
7:00p-9:00p Marching and music MVC
9:00p DQ Ice Cream cakes MVC

Sunday, August 27
2:00p-4:00p Marching and music MVC
4:30p Dinner (provided) Lane Stadium, SEZ
5:00p Welcome Back Picnic (performance) Lane Stadium, MV seats
6:15p Leadership Meeting MVC

Monday, August 28 – Classes begin!
5:30p-7:00p Regular rehearsal schedule begins MVC

Saturday, September 2
9 am – 12 pm MV rehearsal

Sunday, September 3 - VT vs. WVU
7 am Travel to FedEx Field, Landover, MD - (Overnight in Fairfax)

Monday, September 4
3 pm Return to Blacksburg (no rehearsal)